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EDITORIAL
Thanks to Chris Rowe for all her hard work in editing the Auckland Orienteer. It is very daunting taking over
from someone who has done such a good job. I hope we will still get to read contributions from Chris in this
magazine after she has had a well earned rest.
I have been given lots of advice on how to edit this magazine, most of it from Mark Roberts (surprised?). As a
relative newcomer to orienteering I will be relying more heavily on contributions than previous editors, so
please send me your ideas and articles.
Good luck to all those going to Australia. We will have a large contingent to support our team in the A-NZ
challenge. As a Queenslander until a few years ago I am sure we will all have a good time in the sunshine state
- last I heard it was snowing in Stanthorpe. For those that are expecting it to be warm at APOC - it won't.
This time of year is "The Brass Monkey Season", advertised as being a celebration of winter, season of sharp
frosts, occasional snowfalls, mulled wine and open fires. So pack your woollies.
Lisa Brooks Ph 521 9535 nmr@iprolink.co.nz

LEARN THE TECHNIQUES
TRAINING FOR ORANGE / NOT QUITE RED RUNNERS
Next month sees the first of a series of free monthly "Orange Level Training" sessions to be organised by
Auckland OC and delivered by (among others) Darren Ashmore, professional Orienteering teacher and current
NZ M21E Champion. The programme is being organised by Darren and Mark Roberts and will include a
variety of venues, topics and themes. (Please contact Mark on 521 9535 if you have any ideas or offers.)
We will concentrate on basic orienteering techniques, with both theory sessions and practical sessions, some in
the forest and some in front of a whiteboard, some for half an hour before events and some are post-mortems
after your run.
Everyone who is new to the sport or who has received relatively little training or coaching will benefit from
these sessions, although possibly seniors will get more out of the experience than will the very young.
Orienteering CAN be taught and learned rather than just experienced, and there is no doubt that training early
in your career will massively accelerate your development and your enjoyment. We have made it easy for you
to attend these training sessions so please make it worth our while by joining in!
See the Calendar for what, where and when. All Orienteering Club members are welcome.
Mark Roberts Ph 521 9535 nmr@iprolink.co.nz

Front: course 4 at QB day 2 Slater Road
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EVENT CALENDAR
Please call Club Secretaries for final confirmation of these details: (A) Auckland: Nicola Kinzett 09 521 9535
(CM) Counties-Manukau: Hilary Isles 09 235 2941; (E) Egmont: Suzanne Scott 06 758 4739; (H) Hamilton:
Linda Flynn 07 889 6751 (NW) NorthWest: Jill Smithies 09 838 7388; (P) Pinelands: Chris Jackson 07 886
5313; (R) Rotorua: Peter Fitchett (07) 345 6786; (T) Taupo: Alison Mensen 07 378 0577; (WACO) Waikato
and Auckland Campus: Melissa Edwards 09 634 8104; (Wh) Whangarei: Dick Rankin 09 434 6499; (NOS)
National Orienteering Squad: Rob Crawford 09 412 9711.
Unless otherwise stated, start times are 10 am to 12 midday.
JUNE
18
Hamilton
OY4 Kawhia might be the last chance to run here. Turn right at
Pirongia in the deepest Waikato.
AOC picnic 12.30pm
21 Wednesday A
Auckland Secondary School Champs. Beautiful Hills SH 16 to CHH
forest headquarters north of Waimauku. Signposted from forest
headquarters turnoff.
25
NW
OY5 Otakanini Topu Signposted SH16 at Rimmer Rd south of Helensville
30 - 9 Jul
APOC & Australia Champs Brisbane
JULY
14/15 NW
16

CMOC

16

Wairarapa

30

NW

AUGUST
13
AOC
20
WACO
SEPTEMBER
3
WHO

17

CMOC

23
24

Pinelands
Taupo

OCTOBER

Silva New Zealand Secondary School Champs
Wounded Knee signposted from Parakai SH16
Otakanini Topu Signposted Rimmer Rd SH 16
Winter Series 4 Taurangaruru. Signposted from Waiuku
Orange Level Training before you run with Darren Ashmore 10:00 - 10:30ish
Wairarapa Winter Classic incorporating the Wayne Cretney Memorial (Details this
edition)
Winter Series 5 Otakanini Topu hanging in. SH 16 Rimmer Rd
Orange Level Training by Darren Ashmore and friends details TBA
OY6 WhiriWhiri 10,000/1 contour 3.5m! Coastal Waiuku Signposted
from Waiuku p Enquiries 634 8104
OY7 Waipu Caves NEW MAP From Auckland followSH1north to the
to Waipu flats, pass the 1st set of Waipu township signs (on your right)
turn left at the sign (Shoemaker Road left: Taipuha 22km) and follow
Shoemaker road 7 km to a T junction. Turn left to follow the sign
Waipu Caves Rd: Waipu Caves 6 km and follow this narrow gravel
road carefully for 6km to the event. Do not go up Palmers Rd- it is no
exit, unless you want to see the view on the way down. Mountfield
Rd, further North of Shoemaker Rd will also get you to the T junction
if you happen to shoot past Shoemaker Rd on SH1. Less than 2 hours
from harbour bridge. This is the last time I ask Dave for detailed
directions and this lot didn't even cater for those coming from the north.
OY8- Pollock about half way up the Waiuku peninsular, signposted
from road running into Waiuku
Orange Level Training after you run 12:30 with Darren Ashmore
CD OY 6 Kapiti
CD OY 7 99 Hills
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1
4
8
14/15
15
28/30

AOC
AOC
CMOC
NW
Rotorua
CDOA

NOVEMBER
19
NW
GREAT DAY "O"

OY9 Well, they are sort of thinking about it
Orange Level Training Evening with Darren Ashmore details TBA
Auckland Team Score Champs
Auckland Champs Weiti, East Coast Rd between Silverdale and Okura
CD OY 8
A bit of a clash here people!
Labour weekend CDOA Champs Hamilton(?)

Muriwai
Ralph King Score Event
Postponed, but will happen some time and we still need a planner

WORLD EVENT FILE
Please let your editor or Andy Brewis have details of any events that you believe could usefully be added to the
list. Ph 5756989, fax 5756916 orabrewis@iprolink.co.nzSend copies of paper work or entry forms if spare
to32 Dingle Road, Auckland 1005.
Norway
3 day
23-25 June 2000
Australia
APOC
1-9 July 2000
France
5 day
11-15July
2000
Sweden
3 day
14-16July 2000
Denmark
3 day
7-9 July 2000
Denmark
2 day
15-16 July 2000
Australia
W Rog Ch 15-16 July 2000
Denmark
3 day
20-22 July 2000
Sweden
ORingen 23-28 July 2000
USA and
NA Ch
29-6 Aug 2000
Czec Rep
5 days
2-6 Aug 2000
Switzerland
3 day
11-13 Aug 2000
Wales
5 day
5-11 Aug 2000
USA Rocky Mountain 1000 13-22 Aug 2000
Italy/Swiss
6 day
29-4 Aug 2001
Lithuania
WMOC
1-5 July 2001
Canada
APOC
6-14 July 2001
France
5 day
16-20 July 2001
Canada
APOC
6-14 July 2002
Czech Rep
Wld Rog/O 26-27 July 2002
Australia
WMOC
6-11 Oct 2002

Bergen
www.home.sol.no/~ifviking/orient/ofesty2k
Queensland
www.qoa.asn.au/apoc/>
Lorraine
www.perso.wanadoo.fr/co.lorraine/
Gothenberg
http://hem2.passagen.se/fok82/h3d/
Vikingedysten
home 5.inet.tele./dk/miva/
Skawdysten
www.dancomm.dk/@na
Scone NSW
http://rogaine.asn.au
Jutland
mariager.ok@post.tele.dk
Hallsberg
www.oringen.com
Lake Tahoe Cal www.baoc.org
Jicin 90k Prague http://objicin.tpc.cz sjc@objicin.tpc.cz
Lucern
Steinmann.birrwil@netsurfer.ch
Trawsfynydd
www.stodgell.co.uk/croeso2000
Laramie
www.fornet.org
Tenero
www.6giorni.ticnico.co
Klaipeda
www.sonex.it/wmoc2001/
Calgary
info@apoc2002.com
Fontainebleau www.perso.infonie.fr/robert-gouyer
Alberta
www.apoc2002.com
3 hrs Prague
www.top.cz/wrc2002
Bendigo
www.2002worldmasters.org

NORTH WEST NEWS
Firstly, a big "Thank you" to Chris Rowe, who as editor for the past year, has produced an excellent,
informative magazine, stamped with her own brand of good humour and friendliness. We wish you and Ian all
the best in your production of a future orienteer and mountain biker.
Variety and versatility were the keynotes to last weekend's 3-day event co-hosted by the 3 Auckland clubs - 3
maps offering vastly different terrain and demanding adaptability in orienteering technique to handle native
bush, farmland and intricate contour detail masked by lush cutty grass. All three days were great fun and it is a
shame that numbers were reduced by the scheduling of a competing multi-day event.
Does Paul Gilkison harbour subliminal rally driver aspirations? - his late model luxury car was put through
rigours its designers never envisaged when it managed to tow the club gear trailer into Monday's event centre,
before the NW road gang had made the sandy track navigable.
Many thanks to all the course setters, vetters (especially our own Mary & Terje Moen) and helpers - especially
Keith Stone, who produced the entry book and timely computer results on the day. In fact the North West
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control collectors at Wounded Knee were so efficient that they retrieved several controls before Jill Smithies
(who had the latest start time), had a chance to locate them! Apologies to Jill - the course was challenging
enough without disappearing control standards.
Congratulations to Mark Lawson who won the M21E grade from a strong field and the many other NW
members that won their grades. Mark Lawson recently relocated to a lifestyle block covered in macadamia
trees and is now a neighbour of Rob Garden and Marquita Gelderman. Mark is still looking after most of the
club's gear but the controls flags will have a new home with club captain, Bert Chapman.
The Queen's Birthday event was Geoff Mead's first orienteering in a month - he was just back from nearly 4
weeks (work?!!) in Vanuatu - with training reduced to snorkelling in tropical waters.
We recently staged a sort of score-O event in Devonport as a school fundraiser - but called it the Triple Peaks
Clue Hunt - and a fine day saw over 80 families (200 + people) striding out all over Mt Victoria, North Head
and the streets seeking the answers at 40 checkpoints.
Congratulations to the NW members who will be representing NZ at APOC in Queensland early in July. Also
best wishes to the rest of the large NW contingent that is heading across the Tasman. Watch out for kangaroos,
rocks are marked as black things on the map and we desperately need to win a land based sporting contest
against the Aussies.
Next club meetings
The June meeting is on Wednesday 14 June at 4b Fairbanks Place, Glendene ( Jill and Al Smithies) at 7:30pm.
On Wednesday 19 July we will meet at Alan Janes' home , 99 Totaravale Drive, Glenfield at 7:30pm and on 9
August the venue is Dave Middleton's - 24 Shanaway Rise , Glenfield. All welcome.
Lisa Mead Ph 445 4555

CMOC CALLING
Queens Birthday has gone and what a great selection of orienteering terrain and courses. Many thanks to
Wayne and Trish Aspin for the many hours that went into day 1 with a completely revamped new map of
Matakawau and I look forward to many more runs on it with the great variety of features and terrain although I
think waders and flippers may be needed for my route choices in future. Thanks to the Shukers for
coordinating a well organised day and the many other helpers on the day without whom events don't happen.
Day 2 saw a mix of farm and forest orienteering with several short legs making a nice change from the longer
ones. Thanks to Auckland Club for a great day.
Day 3 well!!! A new experience for me and when someone says full protective gear is required I should listen.
Real blood and sweat and technically too advanced for me but Ifinishedand I look forward to running on it
again. Thanks to the Moens and NW for the final day. We were also lucky with the weather generally and it's
great to share the workload out between the clubs.
ON behalf of CMOC I would like to welcome Bryce Brighouse back to Orienteering and Stephen and Louise
Lauer with children Jonathan and Kathryn. We look forward to meeting you out there soon.
CMOC are currently working on 2 new and reworked maps with aims of more local events for promotion and
training as soon as possible. I would like to see weekly orienteering and we are currently looking at how to
achieve this. We are also upgrading gear as well as gear transporter to bring us to Y2K compliance and to look
good as well.
A special thanks to CHRIS ROWE and all the best for the new arrival soon. I have enjoyed reading such a well
set out and informative magazine and this can be a task taken for granted. THANKS.
See you all soon. I have moved to Howick so note my new numbers:
Peter Murphy Ph 533 4264 Fax 533 4265

WEIRD AND WACO
We just got back from the Queens Birthday 3-day last night. What a great event! It was really great to see
everyone again, and to run on great maps with great courses. A pity about the weather on the first day
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(especially for those with later starts - not an incentive to get out of the car and warm up) but it improved over
the weekend with only a few drops of rain halfway through my course on day 3.
Thanks to all those who helped at the WACO autumn series at Ahuroa. This is a great area (not everyone will
agree with me here) but it is another map on the list of those soon to be felled and so it was good to get some
use out of it. Thanks to the National Squad for the use of the map and to NWOC for use of equipment (controls
and clipcards). The rain held off until the end of the Auckland Club picnic but then drenched those who pulled
in the controls. Thanks to Neil Kerrison for setting and Phil Wood for controlling.
As promised I have gotten hold of the results from the Nationals and would like to congratulate everyone who
competed for their great efforts.
Placegetters from WACO were:
CLASSIC
SHORT
M18A Greg Flynn
3rd
M18A Greg Flynn
1st
st
M21AS Rob Crawford 1
M35A Rob Crawford 3rd
rd
M60A Terry Nuthall
3
M60A Terry Nuthall 1st
Welcome to new member Christina Renhart. Chris was introduced to orienteering by her flatmates Neil
Kerrison and Rachel Smith when she lived in Hamilton. She is a great mountainbiker as well and hopes to try
mountainbike orienteering in Auckland one day.
Phil Wood, Michal Glowacki and Melissa Edwards recently competed in a mountainbike duathlon at Muriwai.
This event was run by Jill and Gordon Mains. Phil won the open mens event with Michal 2nd, and Melissa was
2nd in the open womens. The run section of the duathlon was very suited to orienteers with the course going up
and down some very steep hills and banks, crossing streams and bashing through the green stripe areas of
Muriwai Forest. It was sad to cross through some of the recently felled patches of forest - another great
orienteering venue gone.
Jill Dalton has been travelling in Europe with her partner Jim for 3 weeks. Their main destinations were
Ireland (Jim's daughter's wedding) and Italy where they stayed in the Dolomites with Antonia Wood.
Brent Edwards (New Zealand Police) and Felicity Anderson (New Zealand Navy) were heard discussing pistol
shooting techniques at the recent QB 3-day.
Phil Wood and Rachel Smith are competing in the Southern Traverse later this year, and so are both getting into
a lot of long distance training. Rachel is currently living in Christchurch where she is busy job hunting.
Michal Glowacki is off to live in Norway in a few months time. He has a computing job with n3 sport, a sport
website based in Norway, one of the main topics of which is orienteering.
Melissa Edwards 634-8104 melissajay@hotmail.com

AUCKLAND CHATTER
The Junior Training Fund has funds available for AOC juniors for travel, training, camp fees, entry fees etc.
Apply to Heather Clendon in her role of Club President. I understand she's a real softy. Does this include the
A-NZ meeting in July? I don't know, but she will.
Next club social will be a picnic lunch at Kawhia OY June 18 after your run - about 1230pm. Bring your lunch
and perhaps a little extra to share (Cheerios are my favourite), but there will be a club cake or two to share
already. Mark Roberts has promised to turn on real tea from a real tea pot. If he is still running M40short he
should have plenty of time to organise things.
Talking about Mark, he is looking for a dirt cheap source of draughtsman's tracing paper (you know, the big
polyester sheets that you can sort of see through) as a mapping aid. With technology changes architects etc are
throwing the stuff out. Capture it if you can. Mark Roberts 521 9535 nmr@iprolink.co.nz
It was good to see Rob Jessop and Douglas Kwan back from a) studies and b) Wellington for the QB 3 day.
Wasn't it a great three days orienteering! Just perfect before the A-NZ challenge. Three day events provide
additional fun as so often the mighty tumble. Very morale boosting for the up and coming.
Andy Brewis is in trouble again. He, Jill and 4 friends had a great time walking around Waikaremoana
following the Nationals (one friend carried in two bottles of wine the first day) and apart from the loss of both
big toe nails he had a great trip until he locked his car keys in the boot Friday evening. The AA could not break
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in, even in the Ureweras. For the promise of a bottle of malt whisky friend and neighbour broke into his
Auckland home, found the spare keys and delivered them to Ansett express for delivery Saturday morning - no
sweat! Sunday still no keys and Jill cut for home as best able. Monday he rang home to be told that the good
news was that Ansett hoped to find the keys sometime.
The bad news was that he had to be in Sydney 8 o'clock next morning. Promises of another couple of bottles of
malt got Andy to Napier and onto the 5pm flight with 10 minutes to spare. When begging Air NZ for a booking
to Auckland, Andy tearfully explained Ansett Express had lost the keys. "Well I suppose that the Captain
threw them out the window" explained Air NZ's best. The package was finally delivered Thursday, Andy
finally made it home 2am Saturday.
But things have improved. After the QB 3 day he was knocked off his bike a short ambulance ride from home,
getting back earlier than expected.
Lisa Brooks says thank you to all the helpers at the QB event. Three girls put up all the tents including that
brute of a tunnel tent (OK, so it was inside out). It took ten men to get it down. The day before the event our
workers were surprised to discover that the finish had been invaded by pile after unstable pile of logs and had to
provide a dunny as final control. The MacNuts farm provided a most welcome haven to the team as the rains
continued. With Auckland Club using an old, well paid for map, the committee has decided to pass any
abnormal profit generated from the higher than justifiable charges over this weekend to the Natural Squad.
David Stewart enjoyed the two day at Pio Pio until he was stopped by a traffic cop because "his number plate
had been deliberately covered with mud to avoid camera speeding fines'. "I'll clean it now" says David, happy
to do so as he was still in his o-gear, mud from head to foot. "No-no" says our flat footed friend, "I need to
photograph it as evidence". "Me too I hope" says David, thus securing his release.
Carrington is being remapped - as are Mt Albert Grammar and Farm, Tahuna Torea, Mutukaroa (Hamlin Hill),
and Waiatarua Reserve (Ellerslie). Anyone wanting to help with field work contact Mark Roberts
There are all sizes AOC O-suits available $80 each, anyone wanting suits call Lisa / Mark / Nicola on 521 9535

TRAINING RUNS
Every Tuesday at 6PM
The Grandstand in the Auckland Domain.
Interval session, open to anyone.
Every Wednesday at 6PM
The Observatory carpark in One Tree Hill park - look for a bunch of orienteers! A run, open to anyone
- one casual/slower 45 to 60 minute run and another fitter and faster group for a 90 minute run
(increasing duration as the season goes on).
From Tuesday the 2nd of May until the end of Daylight Saving.
Contact Darren Ashmore for more information on 832 7699 or 021 262 3331.

LETTERS
Kiwisport
Hi to you members of the great New Zealand "O" family? After 4 or 5 years it's me back again - the Kiwisport
Man - Laurie Baxter - temporarily I hope! Panic! We've only got 12 Kiwisport manuals left and no Kiwisport
Fed person! Dire straits! I've offered to do something about both problems but I'm only too ready to step aside
in favour of youth (anyone younger than 73) and enthusiasm (anyone who doesn't creak when they get out of
bed in the morning). But - since I enjoy pushing prams along sandy beaches - I'm keen to get this baby on the
move.
As before, there's to be heavy emphasis on consultation. I'm looking to hear from everyone who has something
to say on the subject. Especially Kiwisport, coaches who use the manual and those who have developed bright
ideas of their own . eg those who have developed activities the children regard as fun? - Darren????
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First some questions:
Has your Club a KIWIsport coach?
Name and e-mail contact?
Is he/she positive/negative aboutKIWIsport.activity/coaching/teachers in primary schools
Is the manual found to be good , bad or indifferent - Remember - you're speaking to the author!)
Do we need moreKIWIsportmanuals?
Same again or modified?
What should we have less of?
What more of?
Anything we didn't do we should have done last time.
Anything else? Like - any ideas about who might sponsor/advertise in the new manual?
Like - do we have an artist in our ranks?
Like - is there such a thing as a cheap printer person?
Like - is Chris O'Brien any good with his fancy editing equipment?
I'm especially keen to hear from active primary schoolKIWIsportcoaches. And particularly from people I
know of who are, or have been, really active like: Robyn D, Val Robbie and Darren.
Jean CW, you'll have thoughts about this too?
I'll follow up with contributors who respond to this plea for assistance and will later seek their views about
subsequent editorial decision making. (Sounds good anyway.)
Thanks everyone.
Laurie Baxter Ph 07 865 8533
Editorial Rights
I support the editor's right to decide what will be published in the magazine. I do not believe anything is gained
from repeating the same arguments. I am confident that if new and relevant comment was received on a subject
previously closed this would be published.
Jill Smithies

SUMMER SERIES
Joanna Stewart is dying for feedback for the next summer series.
What sort of events do you prefer? Line? Score? Relay? String? (like Bert Chapman does).
Where do you like to run? Where would you like a map made? Do you want to help make it?
How long do you think the courses should be? Longer? Shorter? More red? Less red? (sort of pinkish like
Helen C?)
Would you like to set an event? Where would you like to set an event?
What days in the week suit you? Would you prefer a regular day? Which?
When would you like the series to start? When would you like the series to finish?
What time in the evening would you prefer to start? And finish?
Do you have any bright ideas to about promoting the series?
Are we charging too much? Too little?
What? If? Why? How? When? Who? Where?
This is your chance to have your say, ring her at 575 5695 or better still email to aw.stewart@auckland.ac.nz.
DO IT NOW!
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Neil Kerrison (Egmont) & Jamie Stewart (PAPO) at the finish - QB Day 3

Wairarapa Winter Classic
Sunday 16 July 2000
The Winter Classic is an endurance event that is both physically and mentally demanding. It is like a relay
except you do all the legs yourself. Map: Taueru - Open farmland, gully spur terrain, moderate to steep.
Pre-Entry event. Details and Entry forms from Liz Nicholson SH 2, RD 1 Carterton
Ph. 06-379 5108 Email: liz@amcom.co.nz

TRAINING TIPS
Keep in Control
Missed Control - Stop and think: Can you check your position from some prominent feature? No. How long
since you were sure of your position on the map? What have you passed since? Measure off the distance. Don't
charge off again without a plan or you'll merely succeed in turning a small error into a large one.
Route Choice - Take plenty of time to choose your route. That way you avoid covering unnecessary distances.
Check the whole route first. Difficult orienteering? Bad aiming off point? Difficult terrain? If so look for
another route alongside. Judge the difficulty and choose the correct technique.
Why does one make mistakes? - Running at the same pace all the time. Too slow when going is easy, too fast
when it is difficult. Running too hard, thus becoming tired, so you can not think clearly. Control missed because
your chosen route had an insufficiently precise aiming off point. Not enough attention paid to the organiser's
instructions. You must keep your wits about you at all times.
At the finish - If you have made a lot of mistakes, don't immediately start complaining about the course and
map. After thinking about it you will usually realise that the mistakes were yours and nothing to do with the
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organisation. Chat with your friends after you have rested and changed. Discussions about the techniques and
routes which they used are very important and you learn a great deal from them. Learn from those who beat
you.
Afterwards and follow up - Draw in your route on the map and keep the map in an album. Keep a note of the
date, the winner and their time, your own position and time. Which controls were missed and why. You can
learn much from your performance.
Reprinted from Tales of WOA

NZOF NEWS
The NZOF Council had a meeting over 2 long days on the weekend of 20/21 May. Despite inviting members to
come to the Council meeting and speak it was disappointing that only one person turned up.
On the Friday beforehand the Executive had meetings at the Hillary Commission and the NZ Sports
Foundation. Hillary Commission told us that funding will not increase and will probably decrease due to a drop
in Lottery profit which is where they get all their funds. Sports Foundation is even worse stating that under
current criteria funding will not be available unless 3rd or better in the world!. However High Performance
Sports Centres will be opened up for other than mainstream sports in about a year, aimed at 13 years up, and
there may be some opportunity for orienteering.
NZOF will go ahead with seeking Sportsmark Certification, which is a form of Quality Standard for sports
organisations.
A promotional video made out of the WMOC video is still being investigated.
It was agreed that all of NZOF Council minutes are to be made public except in exceptional circumstances.
Council confirmed that no one will attend this year's IOF Congress thus saving $3,500. Most of this saving
will go towards paying transport for a delegate from each Club to attend a Strategic Planning Workshop in
August.
The General Manager position will be advertised in July to start on 1 Jan 2001.
The Development Officer position will also be advertised in July with the first objective to examine best
practice of Clubs in NZ and overseas on increasing membership and disseminating this to Clubs.
JWOC Selection and funding was discussed at length with a discussion paper going out to Selectors, Clubs and
Juniors to have their say so that previous controversial decisions can be avoided.
MTBO (Mountain Bike orienteering) and Rogaining will now have separate subcommittees of NZOF to
facilitate the development of their aspects of orienteering and to advise NZOF of priorities and problems.
Revised wording for the Rule Change re eligibility for the Nationals was suggested and tentatively approved. It
will now go to the Technical Committee for recommendation and then will be advertised as a formal remit at
the NZOF AGM.
Elites have requested winning times for national and regional Champs to be increased from 90 to 105 min for
M21E and for W21E to increase from 70 to 75 min (ie course 2 instead of 3). They also want the possibility of
one short elite race only instead of two investigated as well as changing the national relays from an orange to
red course. The changes were tentatively approved but referred to Technical Committee for recommendation.
Full Council meeting minutes are available on the Web pagewww.nzorienteering.comor from your club.
Michael Wood has taken over as Convenor of the Technical Committee. Mark McKenna still remains on the
committee along with Bruce McLeod, Mark Roberts and Jean Cory-Wright.
Bruce Collins
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NEXT ISSUE: JULY 2000
Editorial contributions very welcome and in fact an absolute necessity. Send them to Lisa Brooks 6 Tautari St
Orakei, or emailnmr@iprolink.co.nz.Ph 09 521 9535
Please could I have all contributions before 5th July 2000
Disks or email please, if you can, Microsoft Word .doc or .rtf or .txt, don't worry about formatting.
If you can't supply on disk I can type contributions if necessary.
Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club membership officer or Andrew Bell on 09 411 7166. If you
want a back issue of The Auckland BLABBERMOUTH / AUCKLAND ORIENTEER, please contact your club
membership person or Andrew Bell.
Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully acknowledges the support of the Hillary
Commission.
The Auckland Orienteering Association wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for the use of its
forests.

The Moens at QB day 3 - please ignore naked person behind
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Sender: Andrew Bell
1254 State Highway 16
RD3, Waimauku
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